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What kind of impact do you think leaving the EU might have on your members – positive, negative 

or neutral? 

Leaving the EU could potentially have a disastrous effect on Camphill communities in Scotland. The 

Camphill movement was started in Scotland by Austrian refugees fleeing war in Europe. Our 

continuing deep links with Europe are a fundamental part of Camphill identity and our communities 

continue to be a living demonstration to the world of what can be achieved by those of different 

nationalities, religions and cultures working together inspired by common values.  

Our most immediate concern is in the area of workforce and volunteer recruitment.  

In one of our communities, 8 out of the 20 active long term co-worker group are citizens of other EU 

countries. Like all Camphill communities they particularly rely upon links with Europe for their supply 

of short term volunteers. These are usually young people who live and work in the community for 

between a year and 18 months. Out of 20 short term volunteers there, 18 are from other EU 

countries. 

In another of our communities, 13 of their 41 permanent employees are citizens of other EU 

countries. Their reliance on other parts of the EU for short term volunteers is even more 

pronounced. Only 1 of their 35 short term volunteers is a UK citizen: 24 are from other EU countries, 

10 are on tier 5 visas from non-EU countries. 

Obviously, it is difficult to predict in precise terms what the impact of the Brexit vote will have. Given 

the key motif of the Leave campaign was to ‘control immigration’ from the EU, the notably racist 

undertow of some of the rhetoric during the referendum campaign and the increase in hate crime 

against EU citizens we can only assume that there will be some negative impact and potentially a 

significant one both upon the willingness and ability of EU citizens to contribute to Camphill in 

Scotland in the way they do currently. In particular we have the following concerns and points to 

make: 

1. We believe that the implementation of a UK points based system would inhibit further 

potential EU applicants.  

2. The Brexit climate, as it is doing already, will further undermine the sense of long term 

security for some of those already here and may prompt them to leave.  

3. Depending on the system that is introduced it may further disadvantage those who wish to 

contribute as non-salaried workers who cannot achieve a notional qualifying salary. We have 

already had such a situation in Loch Arthur with a US citizen who had considered remaining 

long term with us.  

4. A future immigration system might be quota restricted as with current tier 5 applications. 

5. Even if it remained relatively straightforward for volunteering of less than a year to take 

place, people might simply chose to volunteer in countries that make that experience easier 

and more welcoming.  

6. As stated above, a number of Camphill communities rely on other parts of the EU as a source 

of long term, non-salaried co-workers. Restrictions on EU immigration could threaten this 

way of working as it may produce a situation where immigration is allowed only on the basis 

that a person has a contract of employment. It could therefore create a situation which 

might radically change the ethos of our communities and may also increase the costs of our 

social care services. This is because replacing non salaried volunteers with employed 

workers is likely to increase the costs of those service. This would have a clear impact on the 



services available to people with learning disabilities at a time where funding cuts are 

already biting hard.  

7. Finally, we would also have concerns regarding the possibility of replacing EU grant funding 

for land, farming and Social Enterprise. One of our communities, for example, currently 

benefit from a status as a disadvantaged rural region. Some of this EU funding is for time 

periods beyond the 2 year negotiation period.  

How concerned are you about any impact? 

For all the reasons above we are very concerned. 

 


